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English 
1.  (a)   Put the following words in alphabetical order.  
            Compulsory , company , comfortable , compare , complete , complex
    (b)   In which quarter of the dictionary will you find the following words. 
            (i) yellow    (ii) Kitchen     (iii) animal   (iv) mango
2.  (a)  Put the following words into the correct order to make suitable
           sentences :                                                                                    
          (i) she / a/hoped/hospital/a/in/become/to /doctor.
          (ii)  years /she/English/Four /was/For/compulsory/studying.
    (b)  Write antonyms for the following words 
         (i) Happy   (ii) bright   (iii) Slow   (iv) black    (v) irregular  (vi) short
3.  Describe about any historical place.  
4.  Answer the following questions  

(a)  Write the story of "The Recurring Dream
(b)  Describe about Carmen and Evangeline.  

5.  Answer the following questions  :   
     (a)  Why does janet want to take Kimberly to her parents farm for a few 
           days ? ("The Recurring Dream ") 
     (b)  Describe the lane and the house . (The Recurring Dream)
     (c)  How were Carmen and Evangeline a like ? 
6.  Read the following passage and answer the questions given below :
 Everyday millions of us climb into our cars and set off on journey to work to the shops or just to enjoy ourselves . And 
once inside our cars ,Few of us are inclined to spare a thought for the environmental impact of driving in heavy traffic. 
Advertising consistently portrays cars as a s
But the costs of our car - dependent life styles are becoming increasingly serious . The lengthening traffic jams, demand for 
new roads increasing air pollution and threat of cli
all countries have traffic problem which can be hard to solve . It is a well 
lots of  petrol and create a great deal of pollut
than to  drive . If we can't get people to walk or share vehicles , we should put  more pressure on scientist to build solar 
power or electric engines. 
(a)  Why do people climb into their cars ? 

 
 

Assignment-1: Law (Grade- 11) 
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1.  (a)   Put the following words in alphabetical order.   
Compulsory , company , comfortable , compare , complete , complex 

(b)   In which quarter of the dictionary will you find the following words.  
(i) yellow    (ii) Kitchen     (iii) animal   (iv) mango 

words into the correct order to make suitable 
sentences :                                                                                     

(i) she / a/hoped/hospital/a/in/become/to /doctor. 
as/For/compulsory/studying. 

(b)  Write antonyms for the following words  
(i) Happy   (ii) bright   (iii) Slow   (iv) black    (v) irregular  (vi) short 

The Recurring Dream" in your own words. 
(b)  Describe about Carmen and Evangeline.  ("The Lost Doll") 

(a)  Why does janet want to take Kimberly to her parents farm for a few  

The Recurring Dream) 
(c)  How were Carmen and Evangeline a like ? ("The Lost Doll") 

6.  Read the following passage and answer the questions given below : 
to our cars and set off on journey to work to the shops or just to enjoy ourselves . And 

once inside our cars ,Few of us are inclined to spare a thought for the environmental impact of driving in heavy traffic. 
Advertising consistently portrays cars as a symbols of personal status and freedom and sources of comfort and convenience.

dependent life styles are becoming increasingly serious . The lengthening traffic jams, demand for 
new roads increasing air pollution and threat of climate change are all issues . We must tackle sooner rather than later. Nearly 
all countries have traffic problem which can be hard to solve . It is a well - known fact that cars and buses unlike bicycles use 
lots of  petrol and create a great deal of pollution. Local people can reduce some of the problem by choosing to walks rather 
than to  drive . If we can't get people to walk or share vehicles , we should put  more pressure on scientist to build solar 

This is notifying that students of Grade XI and Xii must complete the Assignment during 
of Kartik. Students must completed assignment on 17th of 
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to our cars and set off on journey to work to the shops or just to enjoy ourselves . And 
once inside our cars ,Few of us are inclined to spare a thought for the environmental impact of driving in heavy traffic. 

ymbols of personal status and freedom and sources of comfort and convenience. 
dependent life styles are becoming increasingly serious . The lengthening traffic jams, demand for 

mate change are all issues . We must tackle sooner rather than later. Nearly 
known fact that cars and buses unlike bicycles use 

ion. Local people can reduce some of the problem by choosing to walks rather 
than to  drive . If we can't get people to walk or share vehicles , we should put  more pressure on scientist to build solar - 



(b)  What does advertising portray cars as ? 
(c)  What serious should we tackle sooner or later ? 
(d)  How can local people reduce the problem of traffic jam ? 
(e)  Give an appropriate title for the passage . 
7.  Answer the two of the following questions :  

(a)  Write an article on the good and bad effects of "Mobile phone" . 
(b)  Write a letter to your friend  describing a "Trade Fair" (Mela) you  
       have visited. 
 (c)  Write a job application for the post of an accountant at school . Mention 
       your experience , educational qualification and relevant training . 

8.    Give five suggestion to your friend who is going to mountain climbing in 
        winter vacation .  
9.    Write a sentence each saying how often Nikesh does different things .   

(a)  Eat out (Tuesday , Saturday) 
(b)  Change job (1976 , 1978 , 1980 , 1982 …………) 
(c)  Have hair cut (1 January , 15 January  , 1 February  …………) 
(d)  Visit friends (Sunday ) 
(e)  Have bath .(morning , evening ) 

10.  Rewrite the following sentences choosing the correct word from the 
        pair given in the brackets. 

(a)  There were a few ………… sheets of paper on the table . (loose / lose) 
(b)  The college ………………. was a popular person (principle / principal) 
(c)   Don't get of the bus until it is ………….. (stationery / stationary ) 
(d)  Could you ……………. me some food , please ? (take / bring ) 
(e)  John scored a ……………….. in the football match (goal / gaol ) 

11.  Explain what does people do .   
        (a) A butcher      (b)  a receptionist     (c) a plumber        (d) an accountant     (e) a teacher .    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Constitutional Law 

1. Define constitution. Why it is called the supreme law of a nation? 
2. Describe the sources of constitution in brief. 
3. What are the qualities of a good constitution? Discuss in detail. 
4. What is meant by constitutionalism? What are the fundamental elements of constitutionalism? Discuss in detail.  
5. What do you understand by Fundamental Rights? Discuss any two of the fundamental rights in detail. 
6. Present a very brief outline of constitution development in Nepal. 
7. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of unitary system of government. 
8. Do you think Federalism is appropriate in the country like Nepal? Give your opinion. 

Principal of Law 
 
1. Define law and define its sources clearly.  
2.   History of development of law in Nepal and types of law  
3.   Describe property and types of property 
4.   Describe the following: 
a.Court   b.Ain   c.Adhydesh  d.Advocate  e.Shrestedar   f.Ijalas  
g.pesi    h.faisala i.anushandan   j.judge  
5.   What is morality and how is it different  from law ? 
 
Nepalese Legal System 

1. Describe major legal system and define Nepalese legal system  
2. Differentiate common legal system and civil legal system  
3. Differentiate Hindu law and Muslim law  



4. Write the history of development of law in Nepal and types of law.  
5. Define law and define its sources clearly.  
 


